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The Love Foundation Announces the 1st Annual 

"GLOBAL LOVE DAY", May 1, 2004 
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Tampa, FL, December 12, 2003  —  It’s  all about LOVE in global proportions! The Love Foundation is 

inviting people around the world to join together in celebrating and expanding LOVE during a one day 

planetary event encompassing all nations, all people, all life.  The event’s theme is “Love Begins With Me” 

and will take place as various celebrations across the globe.  (Visit www.thelovefoundation.com for further 

information) 

 
“This magnificent planet is filled with opportunities to experience love, tolerance, peace and joy. We are 

one humanity on this planet. All life is interconnected, interdependent and share in the Universal bond of 

love. Love begins with self acceptance and forgiveness.  With tolerance and compassion we embrace 

diversity.  When we, as individuals, realize our potential to love unconditionally, we transform ourselves 

and the planet at the same time” said Harold W. Becker, author of Internal Power, Seven Doorways to Self 

Discovery and Founder/President of The Love Foundation, Inc.  “Together, we can make a difference by 

joining our energy during this one day celebration of love, restoring balance to our personal and collective 

lives and by understanding that love begins within each one of us.”   

 
The Love Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with the mission of inspiring people to love 

unconditionally. Their hope is to assist people by building a practical foundation and understanding of love 

within individuals and society as a whole.  Their purpose and vision is to further the understanding and 

application of unconditional love through education, research and charitable programs. For more 

information, contact John T. Goltz  email jtgoltz @thelovefoundation.com . 
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